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In her 1889 article, ‘Readers at the British Museum’, Amy Levy fashions the Reading Room as an egalitarian space with ‘wonderful accessibility’ for a wide spectrum of visitors, traversing boundaries of class, nation, gender, and occupation: ‘For some it is a workshop, for others a lounge; there are those who put it to the highest uses, while in many cases it serves as a shelter, — a refuge, in more senses than one, for the destitute.’¹ Levy’s essay on the environment of the British Museum Reading Room envisions it as a multipurpose sphere, a knowledge factory, a club, an asylum, thus melding together public and private, working and middle classes, scholarship and commercial production with social exchange. Levy’s notebook, an unpublished booklet with ‘British Museum Notes’ written in her hand on the cover, gives us a preview of the work she accomplished in Bloomsbury’s large circular Reading Room including reading notes for her essay, ‘The Poetry of Christina Rossetti’ and passages later folded into her short story, ‘Eldorado at Islington’.² Levy was only one of a throng of women who regularly inhabited the Reading Room of the British Museum almost as an office of many, rather than a ‘room of one’s own’.

I challenge an assessment of the Reading Room of the British Museum as a bastion of class and gender privilege, an image firmly established by Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929) and the legions of feminist scholarship that uphold this spatial conceit.³ I argue not only that the British Museum Reading Room facilitated women’s literary work, but I also question the overdetermined value of privacy and autonomy in constructions of authorship. Rather than viewing reading and writing as solitary, individual events, I am interested in the public and social dimensions of literary production, both writing and reading. Building on scholarship by Deborah Epstein Nord, Judith Walkowitz, and Ana Parejo Vadillo, this essay explores the intersections of gender, class, and reading in two discrete library spaces of late-Victorian London: the reading rooms of the British Museum, Bloomsbury and the People’s Palace, Mile End.⁴ Unlike the London Library where subscribers could browse and borrow the books for a fee, British Museum readers had to use all materials on site. There, acts of reading and writing
occurred not in a private domestic room of one’s own, but in an exterior and institutional place with an architectural design that prompted visibility and circulation. Communal physical space brought frustrations, (echo chamber acoustics, among others), but this arrangement also had its advantages. Levy characterizes the Reading Room as an amalgamation of public and private dimensions, and from this I pursue the idea of a new exteriority. Such shared physical space for daily reading and writing offered opportunities for what Cass Sunstein has described as ‘chance encounters, involving shared experiences with diverse others’. Sunstein worries that cyberspace research today compromises this potential of relatively unfiltered public space interactions with people or print not sought out in advance. The Reading Room of the British Museum figured as a site of commercial opportunity, and activist and professional networking for women writers.

The same year — 1888 — in which Levy’s essay ‘Readers at the British Museum’ first appeared her friend Constance Black, later Constance Garnett the renowned translator of Russian literature, became librarian for the new People’s Palace Library in Mile End Road, East London. She held this post for less than a year and resigned when she married Edward Garnett, who happened to be the son of Richard Garnett, the Keeper of Printed Books at the British Museum. I propose to expand the scholarly discourse on public space, exteriority, and social mixing of genders and classes by juxtaposing these two library spaces, Bloomsbury’s British Museum and the People’s Palace Library in East London. While middle-class women in growing numbers at the British Museum irritated some male readers, young working-class readers posed a challenge to Black and her co-librarians at the People’s Palace. Constance Black is an intriguing nodal point in this constellation of library readers because she struggled with a distancing discomfort toward her ‘rough readers’, in contrast to the dismissive disdain British Museum readers expressed about ‘lady readers’. From mapping out these uneven networks of library readers and workers, I turn finally to Amy Levy’s poem ‘In the Mile End Road’ because it imagines a different perspective of Mile End Road reading, one marked by fluidity of identification and proximity. By comparing Black’s discussion of her library work at the People’s Palace and Levy’s poem about the street where the East End library stood, I highlight two kinds of exteriority, activist practice and imaginative poetics. In the first, Black contends with the complex work of enacting social mixing; in the second, Levy creates space for street encounters across boundaries. Despite the possibilities of Levy’s vision, her movements remain part of a realm of interior fantasy, whereas Black effects
connections, however tenuous and fleeting, in an actual exterior space with working-class readers from the Mile End surroundings.

In Levy’s circle of acquaintances, many women were readers at the British Museum who likewise participated in activist work through publications, speeches, or forms of organizing on behalf of poor East End workers. I link Bloomsbury and the East End by exploring these disquieting correspondences between the two reading rooms. For the mission and design of both public spaces served multiple purposes and a broad range of readers, much as Levy outlines in her essay:

The great library of the Museum, which has recently been described as incomparably the best, and is, with the exception of the National Library at Paris, the largest in the world, attracts to itself in ever-increasing numbers all sorts and conditions of men and women.7

Levy’s vision of readers at the British Museum echoes suggestively Walter Besant’s fantasy of slum regeneration in All Sorts and Conditions of Men, the 1882 novel Levy perhaps alluded to with her phrasing ‘all sorts and conditions of men and women’. The most salient scene in Besant’s fiction of social mixing in the East End spotlights the Palace of Delight, a grand scheme to offer recreation and education to the neighbouring working-class people; this fictional project inspired the building of the actual People’s Palace. Yet the women librarians who then administered to readers at the People’s Palace offer a more cautious view than Besant’s urban romance or Levy’s poetical Mile End.

I

Library Democracy: Panizzi’s Reading Room in the British Museum

The idea of a new circular room [Fig. 1] to replace the original 1838 rectangular Reading Room was the brainchild of Anthony Panizzi, an Italian whose involvement in the struggle for national unification resulted in his arrival in England in 1823 for political asylum. Once he became a British citizen, he was a forceful advocate for building the national library collection. Panizzi’s philosophy stipulated:

I want a poor student to have the same means of indulging his curiosity, of following his rational pursuits, of consulting the same authorities, of fathoming the most intricate inquiry as the richest man in the kingdom, as far as books go, and I contend that the Government is bound to give him the most liberal and unlimited assistance in this respect.8
Although the first eight admissions to the original British Museum reading room in 1759 were men, women’s names appear on indexes of ticketholders from the late eighteenth century. As the doors to elite Oxbridge colleges began to crack open for women in the 1870s and 1880s, the number of female readers rose markedly at the British Museum which offered an alternative community of scholars, what Judith Walkowitz has called ‘a heterosocial space’, a ‘stomping ground of the “bohemian set” […] of heterodox men and women’. The exteriority — the physical visibility of the circular space which prompted a ‘heterodox’ sociability — of the Reading Room mobilized circles of women writers supporting themselves through translation work, journalism, and writing novels and poetry. As a Victorian ‘knowledge commons’, the circular Reading Room was crucial in the daily life of Levy, according to her calendar for 1889 where she records her frequent visits there. Some forty years before Woolf pictured this space as ‘another department’ in the great factory of London, Levy employs the word ‘workshop’ in her vision of an egalitarian space, including political exiles, like her friend Eleanor Marx’s father. Levy, Marx, and Black were part of a significant network of women who read, wrote, and met by chance or plan in Bloomsbury’s national reading room during the 1880s. They used the Reading Room as an office, or a public space for professional work, only a short distance from their homes. Some of their colleagues who were also registered readers included,
among others, Olive Schreiner, Margaret Harkness, Annie Besant, Beatrice Potter (later Webb), and Clementina Black.

But how egalitarian was admission to the Reading Room of the British Museum, despite Panizzi’s open-door policy? Unlike the London Library and other fee-paying subscription services like Mudie’s Circulating Library, there was no fee for obtaining a reader’s ticket, taking a seat at one of the desks distributed like spokes around the circular room, and requesting books and manuscripts to read. An 1866 handbook for readers at the British Museum claims that the venue is available to ‘the world at large’, and stipulates that the requirements for admission are threefold: a minimum of twenty-one years of age, ‘a literary purpose — such as study, reference, or research’, and ‘Respectability’. This last qualification, that great Victorian bugbear, was subject to interpretation. So too were the qualifications about recommendations ‘accepted from any respectable person’, with a list of those chief sources from ‘Noblemen’ and ‘Members of Parliament’ to ‘Authors of eminence’ and ‘Merchants’ and ‘Publishers’, as well as ‘all other persons of well-known and established position’. With such directives, it is small wonder that scholars have continued to see the Reading Room of the British Museum as a relatively exclusive venue; as Richard Altick asserts, ‘admission was difficult; one had to be introduced by a peer, member of Parliament, alderman, judge, rector, or some other eminent man’. Yet the same 1866 guidelines conclude with this note, ‘A few Recommendations are given by Ladies’.

One instance of such a letter came from Eleanor Marx who wrote to the British Museum in 1877:

I am desirous of obtaining a card of admission to the Reading Room of the British Museum, & should be much obliged if you would kindly send me one.
I do not know whether it is necessary to mention references. If so I suppose it will suffice to say that my father, Dr. Karl Marx visited the Reading Room daily for nearly 30 years.

The reference sufficed, and Eleanor Marx was soon a registered reader at the British Museum where she worked for over twenty years. If this self-promotion on a father’s reputation as a reader at the British Museum seems understated to us, Karl Marx’s own ‘respectability’ at the British Museum was sometimes in question. According to Peter Stallybrass, this quality often revolved around the state of dress and Marx’s cloth coat: ‘The Reading Room did not accept just anyone from off the streets, and a man without an overcoat, even if he had a ticket, was just anyone.’ When debts accumulated, Marx had
to pawn his coat which meant he lacked suitable attire to enter the Reading Room. Whether such a dress code was implicitly enforced, Stallybrass exploits the irony of exchange-values in this story, even observing that both the overcoat and the paper Marx needed for his research there were composed of the same material, cotton rags. More to the point is the fungible nature of this respectability to secure a reader’s ticket and entrance to the Reading Room in Bloomsbury. Eleanor Marx exploits a different exchange value in her letter of application.

The archived applications from the 1870s, when Eleanor Marx first entered the Reading Room, also belie the rigid code for proper introductions that Altick asserts and the respectability decorum that Stallybrass describes. For instance, one letter urges the admission of a seventeen-year-old Alice Florence Harrington who lived with her father on the Strand. The writer establishes the respectability of Mr Harrington whose ‘very adverse circumstances’ have necessitated ‘his residing at present in so humble a locality’. Yet the writer pleads, ‘His daughter has received a very liberal education, and it is with a view of furnishing her self that her Father and she are desirous of her admission to the Reading Room.’ He claims that the purpose of Alice’s admission is to assist her parents, her mother a milliner and dressmaker, the father a ‘very well educated man’ who works by commission for a stationer’s business. Although these profiles of British Museum ticket holders do not converge with the ‘rough readers’ Constance Black describes a decade later at the People’s Palace, the difference is not as gaping as representations, from Woolf to Altick, of the Reading Room of the British Museum as an elite bastion of social privilege, have alleged.

II

The Novel People’s Palace

Levy’s gender-inclusive phrasing, ‘all sorts and conditions of men and women’, expands upon the title of Walter Besant’s All Sorts and Conditions of Men, the very novel that inspired, through the tale of a wealthy Newnham graduate’s East End slumming, the People’s Palace and its library, which opened its doors five years later in 1887. While life imitated art in that the People’s Palace was prompted by Besant’s fictional creation, elements of the library — the catalogue and the spatial arrangements and accessibility across the social spectrum — were modelled after the British Museum library and
Panizzi’s vision of a democratic space. There are also parallels between Angela Messenger, the heroine with the social mission, and Constance Black; another correspondence between fiction and life. The novel opens in Cambridge as two Newnham friends discuss their postgraduate plans. Constance Woodcote intends to become a lecturer in mathematics and to raise women’s higher education to the status of the men’s colleges. But Angela Messenger decides to disguise herself as Miss Kennedy, a dressmaker in Whitechapel, and live in public housing ‘Buildings’ to make practical use of her brewery inheritance for the benefit of her poor neighbours, much as Besant designed the novel to inspire more social integration in the impoverished East End neighbourhood.

How did Besant’s novel imagine the East End and its People’s Palace? A foreign country in effect, the neighbourhood to which Angela relocates is rendered as ‘the far East, in that region of London which is less known to Englishmen than if it were situated in the wildest part of Colorado, or among the pine forests of British Columbia’. Like a colonial outpost of a North American uncivilized nature, this ‘utterly unknown town’ is devoid of culture: ‘They have no institutions of their own to speak of, no public buildings of any importance, no municipality, no gentry, no carriages, no soldiers, no picture-galleries, no theatres, no opera — they have nothing’ (SC, p. 28). London, England that is not London or England, this East End is off the map and outside books: ‘Nobody goes east, no one wants to see the place; no one is curious about the way of life in the east. Books on London pass it over; it has little or no history’ (SC, p. 29). Like ‘the West’ in global geography, the west in this urban binary is aligned with progress and culture, while the east is nowhere. The wealthy heiress disguised as the cultured, yet poor, dressmaker embarks on establishing a ‘Palace of Pleasure’, a variation on the Crystal Palace ‘with modifications’ to include both ‘libraries and reading-rooms’ (SC, p. 70). This scheme for the Palace includes a specific location site ‘about five minutes west of Stepney Green’ (SC, p. 177). In an article on free libraries published a year before Besant’s novel, the author conceptualizes a model that conveys the imperative of Panizzi’s national library to satisfy the intellectual needs of both ‘a poor student’ and ‘the wealthiest man’, and also anticipates the Palace of Delight:

The higher work of a healthy free library should be that of an Athenaeum, a centre from which advanced students can draw the accumulated experience of the highest authorities on their special subjects, and a meeting place for all the intellects of the neighbourhood — a common ground on which clubs for the most varied purposes can meet to contribute their quota of knowledge and
agree as to its further distribution, whether by exhibitions, museums, classes, or lectures.\textsuperscript{20}

While Besant’s fiction is less explicit about the library as the heart of his Athenaeum-turned-Palace, the parallels are clear.

Angela bankrolls this vision of a ‘Palace of Delight’ as a meeting-place where reading, as one of several species of ‘delight’, mingles with other activities including art-production and exhibitions, music and dancing, all combining into an urban utopia to offset the dystopic East End slums. Intent on expanding and managing time not devoted to work, Angela insists that this Palace of Delight is meant to prompt discontent to stimulate social reform. To those who fear her project ‘will only make other girls discontented’, Angela responds that ‘unless they are discontented, there will be no improvement’ (\textit{SC}, p. 103). By introducing the East End poor to ‘new forms of delight’ Angela hopes to ‘give them a craving for things of which as yet they knew nothing’ (\textit{SC}, p. 176). The Palace of Delight consists of three halls, one for dancing, one for art exhibitions, and ‘the last was to be a library, reading and writing-room’ (\textit{SC}, p. 177). To stimulate and discipline new appetites, Angela links books, art, and music as creative commodities for inhabitants of this ‘utterly unknown’ urban area to consume. Similar to Panizzi’s vision, this East End Palace of Delight would consist of a library and a reading room as a college to fill the gap left by the early leaving age of local schools for poor boys and girls. The novel construes the East End library as a multipurpose and egalitarian space quite distinct from the British Museum. Indeed, Bloomsbury’s national library and the surrounding museum departments are indifferent or hostile to Daniel Fagg, an Australian transplant to the East End who has sought in vain subscriptions at the British Museum for his book on ancient Hebrew inscriptions he has found there. Fagg’s great discovery, detailed in his book, is that Hebrew is ‘the common language’ (\textit{SC}, p. 212), the key to these ancient inscriptions at the British Museum.\textsuperscript{21}

In contrast to his treatment at the British Museum, Angela’s East End community offers the solace and support that Daniel, who is penniless and starving, has craved:

\begin{quote}
Why, if the British Museum people treated him with contumely, if nobody would subscribe to his book, if he was weary of asking and being refused, here was a haven of refuge where he would receive some of the honour due to a scholar. (\textit{SC}, p. 210)
\end{quote}

Levy’s essay on the British Museum Reading Room construes it as ‘a refuge, in more senses than one, for the destitute’, and Besant’s novel fashions the Palace of Delight for
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the people as such a shelter.\textsuperscript{22} Completion of the Palace converges with the novel’s closure; Angela conducts a tour through the building, but its daily use remains a vision rather than a narrative reality, something the novel’s subtitle, ‘An Impossible Story’, even forecasts, if historical events were shortly to belie this impossibility. After unveiling the gymnasium and theatre and concert hall, Angela pauses at the library: ‘It was a noble room, fitted with shelves and the beginning of a great library’, a place where working people ‘may come, when they please, to read and study’ (SC, p. 411). Angela’s marriage to Harry Goslett, ‘the son of a common soldier’ (SC, p. 425), who realizes his East End origins much to the dismay of the heiress’s family, finally upstages the focus on the newly constructed Palace of Delight. Yet the language of the conclusion invites a sequel of sorts beyond the book’s final pages. Fresh from her wedding ceremony, Angela delivers her ‘first and last public speech’: ‘I declare this Palace of Delight open, the property of the people, to be administered and governed by them and them alone, in trust for each other’ (SC, pp. 431–32).

This impossibly Edenic ‘Garden of Delight,’ also described as ‘a glorified Crystal Palace’ (SC, p. 425), established a powerful vision beyond the novel’s end, an idea that gained momentum and fuelled construction in the Mile End Road. Two years after Besant’s novel was published, the Beaumont Trust, a charitable fund, sought contributions to finance the People’s Palace as an educational facility, a kind of ‘bricks-and-mortar’ reform for the poor to ‘improve themselves from the inside’.\textsuperscript{23} However, the campaign to attract donations was derailed in part, according to Simon Joyce, by two external events, the West End riots of 1886–87, including ‘Bloody Sunday’ at Trafalgar Square, and the Ripper murders of 1888.\textsuperscript{24} With contributions drying up, Joyce argues, the People’s Palace drifted further and further from Besant’s Palace of Delight with the overall shift of its function towards the middle class, and an appeal to local residents as an educational rather than a recreational site. Rather than a Palace of Delight as a ‘club for the working people’, according to the visionary Angela, in which local residents would ‘make our enjoyment by ourselves’ (SC, p. 411), the People’s Palace functioned more as a makeshift vocational experiment, a philanthropic project undermined by ‘a sublimated fear of class conflict’ stirred by the riots, radicalism, and East End crime.\textsuperscript{25} The People’s Palace Library nevertheless offers an intriguing parallel to East End social reform work of other middle-class women who were likewise readers at the British Museum, including Harkness, Potter (later Webb), Marx, Annie Besant, and Clementina Black. Emma Francis usefully
distinguishes varied involvements of these socialist feminists, from investigative journalism to organizational and bureaucratic work, to fictional accounts, with her particular interest in Clementina Black’s role in organizing the match girls’ strike of 1888, the subsequent unionization of women workers, and her publications on these and related issues.26 I would suggest that Constance Black’s one-year career as librarian at the People’s Palace is part of this larger picture of middle-class women pursuing reforms on behalf of working-class people in the East End. While Black’s employment as a librarian expanded career opportunities for other middle-class women, her dedication to broadening the intellectual opportunities of local readers who entered the People’s Palace must be viewed in relation to the range of social reform work of her sister and friends. Black’s depiction of the reading tastes and challenges of ‘rough readers’ at the People’s Palace also reveals a different facet of discontent, one not readily redirected as Besant’s heroine imagines or Black attempts to discipline.

III

The Octagon at the People’s Palace

According to Baedecker’s guide, the People’s Palace was intended to provide for the ‘recreation and amusement, the intellectual and material advancement of the vast artisan population of the East End’.27 As the showpiece for a refurbishment of the East End, the People’s Palace was enthusiastically embraced by Londoners as a magnificent venue to complement Alexandra Palace in North London, the Crystal Palace to the south in Sydenham, and the array of theatres, museums, and galleries populating the West End. Queen Victoria launched the first phase of the construction in May 1887 in Mile End with the completion of the Queen’s Hall, an edifice decorated with twenty-two statues of queens across history and across Europe and Asia Minor, from Esther of Persia to Victoria.28 Despite enthusiastic tributes in the press celebrating this East End ‘Palace’ that mirrored majestic public spaces across London, some descriptions were far from optimistic. Margaret Harkness’s novel Out of Work (1888) counterpoints Besant’s depiction in fiction and in journal accounts. Instead Harkness converts the occasion of the opening of the People’s Palace into a festival of self-congratulatory philanthropy in which the periodical press represses
the hisses which the denizens of the slums had mingled with faint applause as Her Majesty neared her destination; no one would hint that the crowd about the Palace of Delight had a sullen, ugly look which may a year or so hence prove dangerous.29

Like one of the whitewashing press reports Harkness mentions, Besant wrote an article in July 1888 to promote the Palace’s opening; he asserts that the members of the Palace belong ‘absolutely to the working classes’, that they ‘are not of the lowest class […] if they were, they would not stay in so orderly and civilized a place; but they are ‘respectable.” They are those who work with their hands; both girls and lads.’ Where the British Museum Reading Room handbook requires ‘Respectability’ as a class marker for its readers, Besant expects the same of the people in the People’s Palace who, he adds, ‘belong to the “better class” of labour’.30 The resemblance between the two reading rooms also captures what Deborah Weiner calls Besant’s ‘gift of West End culture offered to the East End’ in All Sorts and Conditions of Men. Weiner insists that the People’s Palace Reading Room was ‘self-consciously modeled, albeit on a smaller scale, on that of the British Museum’.31 In the case of both Besant’s fictional Palace of Delight and his actual People’s Palace, romance battled with reality.32

Whether Besant, registered as a reader at the British Museum from the 1870s, had the Reading Room of the British Museum in mind as a model in his novel, that space clearly was an inspiration for the East End construction.33 A note in a June 1888 issue of The Palace Journal on the new library makes explicit this influence: ‘East London is now to have a splendid Library, established in a room the like of which does not exist except at the British Museum.’34 Another article from the same publication issued from the People’s Palace elaborates that ‘the room is arranged on principles of the British Museum; the tables instead of radiating lengthways, are arranged horizontally round the delivery desk’.35 The physical structure of the People’s Palace library was inspired by the round reading dome design at the British Museum, as was the Reading Room of the Public Record Office in Chancery Lane.36 Designed by E. R. Robson, the Octagon, as this reading room was called, became the centrepiece of the People’s Palace. A smaller-scaled and more angular version of the Bloomsbury round Reading Room, the Mile End Octagon boasted a central dome and a room with a diameter of seventy-five feet in contrast to the British Museum’s 140-foot span. Metal staircases provided access to the two galleries, like the British Museum, of bookcases on the walls [Fig. 2].37 Assistants used a funicular
railway to deliver books on overhead wires from the stacks to the librarian’s central desk, a floor plan again echoing the British Museum.\textsuperscript{38}

\textit{Fig. 2: The Octagon, People’s Palace}

While the designs of these two domed spaces were similar, with the librarian’s desk at the centre of the catalogues, the People’s Palace had far fewer desks in a different configuration than the 302 places arranged as spokes in a wheel for readers at the British Museum, which were increased with additional furniture added in the 1880s. Paralleling the instalments of the queen statues around Queen’s Hall, the decorations above the book stacks and around the dome included busts of the British canon of eight male writers,
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden, Johnson, Scott, Byron, and Wordsworth.\textsuperscript{39} The 1907 redecoration of the British Museum Reading Room repeated six of these names, omitting Dryden and Johnson, in its band of nineteen British writers below the dome windows, the all-male canon that piques Woolf’s women readers in \textit{Jacob’s Room} (1922) and \textit{A Room of One’s Own}.\textsuperscript{40} That the Octagon was administered by women, including Constance Black, however, was a striking deviation at a time when librarians were typically men.\textsuperscript{41}

Like the fictional Constance Woodecote and Angela Messenger, Levy and Black were Newnham students where they arrived in 1879 from Brighton High School for Girls before Besant’s novel appeared in 1882. While Levy remained at Newnham only two years, Black read classical languages and philosophy there until 1883 and then moved to London. Black registered as a reader at the British Museum later that same year, on 14 December 1883, following Levy who had first obtained a reader’s ticket a year earlier on 15 November 1882.\textsuperscript{42} Black’s address in the Reading Room book of signatures is Connaught Square in the West End, while Levy’s address is Sussex Place, Regent’s Park. Both women moved east in London in the next few years: Levy to Bloomsbury and a short walk from the British Museum; Black to Fitzroy Square with her sisters, and then to Whitechapel. Black briefly followed the path of Besant’s Angela and for about a year lived and worked in the East End, until in August 1889 she married Edward Garnett and left both the library post and her Whitechapel housing. Her sister Clementina’s acquaintance with the Garnett family, facilitated by her frequent use of the Reading Room network and Richard Garnett’s readiness to dispense advice to women readers, led to Constance’s invitation to tea at the Garnett residence at the British Museum, and the occasion where she met Edward. Constance Black also took guidance from Richard Garnett, who had compiled the first printed catalogue of the British Museum library, when she assembled the People’s Palace library catalogue.\textsuperscript{43}

That Constance Black followed her sister and her college friend to the circular British Museum Reading Room is not surprising; but how did she make her way to the People’s Palace Octagon Library? With her Newnham education and with her sisters and friends already involved in activist work in the East End, Black obtained work as a teacher of Greek and Latin to the children of social investigator Charles Booth.\textsuperscript{44} Booth then recommended Black to Walter Besant to serve as librarian for the reading room and library under construction in Mile End Road, and he in turn chose Black and Frances Low
as Joint Librarians despite their lack of experience and the rarity of women librarians throughout the country. When Black and Low began this position, they had over seven thousand donated books to organize into a provisional catalogue by the time the library admitted the public on 18 October 1888. When Low resigned shortly after the library opened its doors to readers, Black was promoted to Head Librarian with an annual salary of one hundred pounds, with Olive Dymond and Minnie Stewart Rhodes James as sub-librarians.

Black published ‘New Career for Women: Librarians’ with details about her work at the People’s Palace Library including cataloguing and supplying books to ‘the East End reader’, as Black termed her constituents. The article appeared in *The Queen, the Lady’s Newspaper*, a periodical that had undergone various transformations in title, editorship, and slant since its launch in the 1860s. By the end of the century, as Margaret Beetham has discussed, *The Queen* offered ‘cautious but not unsympathetic comment on the demands for wider access to political and social rights, including accounts of campaigning groups and meetings and examples of women’s political activities’. Like Oscar Wilde’s *The Woman’s World*, *The Queen* also ran pieces to show the widening of career opportunities for middle-class women. Where ‘Constance E. Black’ appears at the end of the article, the byline below the title reads: ‘by The Head Librarian at the People’s Palace.’ Black’s ‘New Career’ suggests a position that sanitizes social reform with gainful employment for middle-class women in the East End. The structure of the article replicates this juxtaposition as Black focuses first on the catalogue system and then a profile of her rough readers.

Black does accentuate the uniqueness of her post:

> There are one or two libraries in which women are already employed as librarians; and the number of free libraries is now so rapidly increasing, that we may now confidently hope that many women may before long find congenial employment and a modest remuneration in this calling.

The public library movement reached beyond Panizzi’s Reading Room at the British Museum by requiring neither fees nor letters of sponsorship. But despite the principle of open access in theory, most public libraries at the turn of the century made requesting an item formidable and handling a book only possible after a series of steps that deterred ‘the reading proletariat’.

Indeed, an 1881 *Macmillan’s Magazine* article titled ‘Free Libraries
and their Working’ voices the prejudices with which public librarians encountered their readers:

Imagine the strain upon a careful librarian’s judgment when a chimney-sweep sends for the first volume of Grote’s *History of Greece*. Is he justified in putting a costly book into hands so far from clean? Is there any mistake as to the spelling of the subject? His anxiety is succeeded by relief when in due time the first volume is returned without readers’ marks of any kind; and by surprise when the second and each of the twelve in succession is duly taken out and read.50

While this male librarian is duly astonished as his assumptions about the ‘chimney-sweep’ reader are dispelled, the passage captures the cross-class collisions in the new free libraries.

Black qualifies that ‘the actual working’ of the library of the People’s Palace is ‘presided over by ladies only’. So does Besant’s column on the People’s Palace accentuate that the librarians who ‘sit to advise the readers, to receive and to give out the books’ are ‘two ladies’.51 Focusing nearly half the short article on the process of organizing the library holdings by subject and author, Black offers the list of categories, and then asks, ‘In which of these shall we place “Female Life in Prison,” “One Thousand Wonderful Things,” “Club and Club Life in London” and the “Story of a Popular Delusion?”’52

Unlike the British Museum national library, where British publishers were required to deposit each book published in Britain at the library according to the Imperial Copyright Act, the holdings at the People’s Palace library were largely the result of donations. The odd assortment of titles suggests the rather random nature of the collection. Yet readers registered their preferences, if not always following the ‘advice’ bestowed by the librarians. Besant’s 1888 essay gives a preview of the Mile End reading appetite; he notes that ‘as yet we have no lay student class’ and that reading for ‘amusement’ rather than for edification directs the selection of books: ‘Thus, out of 569 books taken out in four days, 448 were works of fiction. The chief favorite is Captain Marryat.’53 With both land or sea tales of battles appealing to young males, an assistant at the Octagon later commented that ‘indexing war periods’ through many volumes of histories would facilitate retrieving books on popular topics.54

Indeed, Joyce’s assessment of the Palace of Delight in Besant’s novel as ‘bourgeois slum clearance in the guise of autonomous working-class activism’ also characterizes the work these Octagon librarians pursue.55 According to the 1881
Macmillan’s article, the principal purpose of the free library is ‘employing the leisure time of the working classes in a more rational way, and weaning them from the degrading haunts of drink and vice through its newspapers,’ and thus through newspapers and books ‘carrying on the education of the coming race’. The same essay cautions that ‘it is a mistake for the well-to-do classes to think that a free library should be treated like a charitable institution, and left for the use of the poor only’. Yet all accounts of the People’s Palace library indicate the class distinction between ‘well-to-do’ librarians and poor and even newly literate readers. To Black, the readers in the Octagon ‘belong mostly to the less educated classes’ with little leisure time. Given the schedule of working people, Black mentions the generous hours of operation, fourteen hours every day except Sundays when the library opened from three in the afternoon until ten in the evening. Sunday hours especially imply working-class readers, the ones Besant takes pains to qualify as ‘respectable’ and members of the ‘“better class” of labour’. His description of the Sunday readers matches this social class distinction: ‘The place is always well filled. On Sundays, especially, when the librarian’s work is done by volunteers, it is crammed with orderly and quiet readers, who find here a place for rest and reading.’ Despite the ‘cramped’ overflowing space, Besant insists that these ‘respectable’ workers, even if their reading is for ‘amusement’ rather than education, still constitute at the People’s Palace ‘a strong and wholesome corporate life. Friendships are made which will be life long; the lads are finding out each other as young men do at Oxford or Cambridge’. This ‘wholesome corporate life’ as the East End variation on Oxbridge, however, takes on a different cast in the librarians’ accounts.

That the library doubled as a community centre that had a disciplinary purpose emerges in a comment by Minnie Stewart Rhodes Jones, one of Black’s assistants: ‘The class of people to be seen in the reading room would be for the most part spending Sunday in aimlessly loafing about the streets, or worse still.’ Jones’s words echo the ‘first important work’ cited in the Macmillan’s article on free libraries, to occupy ‘the leisure time of the working classes in a more rational way’, one that diverts them from ‘drink and vice’. Like Levy’s assertion that the British Museum Reading Room served as a ‘refuge, in more senses than one’, the Octagon had a similar purpose. The broader accessibility to the library contrasts with the British Museum, although briefly the Reading Room there was also open on Sundays and evenings after protests were launched over the limited
hours. The regular Sunday hours at the Octagon, however, made this East End library again a pioneer. Like the holdings in the collection, those who frequent the library are also categorized by Black as she proposes three different kinds of readers: ‘the Mile-end reader, the man of learning, and the bibliophile.’

Black’s reading classes differ from Besant’s holistic profile of East End ‘respectable’ Oxbridge types. Offering a taxonomy of ‘the East End reader’, for the most part ‘young and inexperienced’, Black goes on to distinguish ‘the rough lads and men’ from the ‘girls’. Where the British Museum stipulated an age requirement for admission, the Octagon again maintained a more liberal open door policy. All ages were admitted, although boys between twelve and fifteen were ‘segregated’ for special surveillance. Gender-specific spaces for these youthful readers figured in Besant’s account of a planned, but never realized, ‘ante-room of the library’ to be given over entirely for the use of the girls who form the “Lady Members.” They will then have all to themselves, under the government of their own committee, their own music room, tea room, reading and writing room, and conversation room.

Again, Besant’s vision of the People’s Palace where the people, in this case the ‘Lady Members’, will manage the operations of their ‘corporate life’, seems more consistent with his novel than with descriptions by the middle-class librarians such as Black imported to supervise the use of books.

Nowhere in these accounts is evidence of the ‘orderly and quiet readers’ Besant extols. For instance, Jones organized a Sunday class for factory girls whom she describes as ‘very good-hearted, and very kind to one another; but they will not be quiet, they disturb other people in the place, and, after a time, they have to be turned out’. For Black, the East End male reader poses challenges, particularly ‘facetious youths’ who give their names as ‘Jack the Ripper’ or ‘Ally Sloper’. This last name refers to a Victorian comic strip character who was distinguished by angling down alleys to avoid creditors, a kind of humorous urban tramp. The first name, though, suggests the macabre rather than the comical view of the local environment, given that it was the pseudonym for the unidentified serial killer of prostitutes in the immediate vicinity of Whitechapel in 1888 when the People’s Palace Library opened and Black lived in Wentworth Street. Although Black mentions ‘Jack the Ripper’ ostensibly as an example of the ‘light sallies’ from the
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‘rough lads’ of ‘the less educated classes’ that librarians encounter, the striking allusion also underscores the dangers for women in public, whether ‘public women’ as a euphemism for streetwalkers, or more broadly, any woman travelling alone in the immediate environment, whether factory workers, slummers, or activists. A police report asserts that ‘females attending the People’s Palace were continually being molested in the Mile-end-road by roughs’. 66 Whether this eruption of violent urban crime in Whitechapel compromised the ultimate success of the People’s Palace, that Jones even mentions the invented names of these ‘facetious’ readers registers some cross-class discomfort at least for middle-class women librarians in relation to the ‘rough’ people they serve.

The Octagon librarians struggled to engage their local readers and at the same time discipline their reading diets. Black notes that the ‘East End reader’ has ‘a pronounced taste in reading’, often on violent or otherwise treacherous subjects: a book titled ‘Jail Birds’ perfectly suits one male reader who recently had been imprisoned.67 Volumes with illustrated war stories also hold appeal to these readers, along with guide-books and natural histories. Such reading interests do not suggest the industrious and ‘quiet and orderly’ workers who congregate at the People’s Palace as their local alternative for Oxbridge in Besant’s account. Nevertheless, Black implies that East End male readers are easier to accommodate than their counterparts. Where Black’s class and gender differences from these male ‘rough readers’ function as a shield of distance in those interactions, her reactions to her female readers are more ambivalent. On the one hand, she appreciates the frustrations of so-called suitable reading offered to girls: ‘Girls are difficult to suit; the books offered them will probably be condemned either for “childishness” or “dulness:” there are few books for girls infected with neither vice.”68 On the other hand, Black does not perceive more complex social differences behind the discontent of these working-girl readers. She concludes with a cameo of the tastes of the East End reader and offers a list of authors including Stevenson, Marryat, Collins, Dickens, and, for representative ‘lady novelists’, sensation writers Ellen Price Wood and Mary Elizabeth Braddon.69 James expands this list of requested authors to include ‘oddly enough, Swift and Fielding’, and she accounts for the enormous influence of Braddon on readers at the Octagon from ubiquitous posters in the neighbourhood advertising her books.70 Whether impressionable due to their youth or to their limited education and other opportunities, these East End readers challenge not only Besant’s vision of ‘orderly and quiet readers’ participating in a ‘wholesome corporate life’ at the Palace, but also the Octagon librarians
who seem intent on a reading programme as part of a cultural uplift project. Braddon’s appeal across class lines was evident from the massive popularity of her early sensation novels, perhaps not surprising since initially she wrote for the penny fiction market. One reviewer made clear how Braddon’s serialized novels of the 1860s conflated readerships by ‘making the literature of the Kitchen the favourite reading of the Drawing room’.71 The continued success of Braddon’s fiction to Octagon readers, in James’s account, likely exceeds the public advertising in the streets. More interesting is James’s perplexity at the interest here in Swift and Fielding, another instance where the expectations of the middle-class librarians clash with the actual choices of their rough readers, much like the free librarian’s surprise at the chimney-sweep’s selection of the multi-volume History of Greece.

The educational mission of the Octagon surfaces in another 1889 article in The Echo on the role of a lady librarian:

It should be a part of her duty to read and explain books, say, once a week, to any girls who choose to listen […]. It is not enough to plant working girls in a library and expect them to get any profit of pleasure out of reading unless the books are carefully written for them and they themselves helped a little to understand better books, so that they ultimately read them of their own accord.72

This remark clarifies the class conditions of literacy inasmuch as it challenges John Ruskin’s advice in ‘Of Queens’ Gardens’ to let girls ‘loose in the library […] as you do a fawn in the field’. Here the author makes explicit the necessity to discipline the reading diet of ‘working girls’ who will not be able to distinguish ‘the bad weed’ from the good variety, a power of discernment Ruskin attributes to his middle-class girl let loose in her father’s library.73 On the subject of books this fawn-like girl reader might encounter through a public library, however, Ruskin is less sanguine. Among these she may not have the ability to choose: ‘only let us be sure that her books are not heaped up in her lap as they fall out of the package of the circulating library, wet with the last and lightest spray of the fountain of folly’.74 Given that working-class girls lacked the presorted ‘field’ of Ruskin’s home library or disciplined tastes through family reading, the Octagon librarians understand their mission to cultivate an appetite for ‘better books’. Adapting a variation on family reading, a common practice in middle-class homes, the librarian in the Echo article stresses the crucial role of communal reading and recounts reading Tennyson’s narrative poem ‘Dora’ to ‘a set of rough factory girls — and the result was that there was a
regular run on Tennyson for some time’. In effect, the librarian in the Octagon plays the role of the middle-class mother reading to her children, a patronizing relationship that collides with Besant’s sketch of the People’s Palace ‘Lady Members’ with a reading and writing room of their own. The ambivalent benevolence of these Octagon librarians is part of a larger story about middle-class women’s contributions to social reform projects in the East End, activisms that attracted several of Black’s British Museum Reading Room colleagues. If Black and her librarian associates gave to their working-class readers the benefit of their cultural capital by reading aloud Tennyson in the People’s Palace, they also gained a sense of independence through their salaried position and status as supervisors at the helm of the library much like Richard Garnett’s post as Superintendent of the Reading Room of the British Museum. Black resigned her post in summer 1889, just prior to her marriage to Edward Garnett in August. At that point, Dymond completed the catalogue which was printed in September. A few years later, Richard Garnett’s daughter Olive took a friend curious to see East End life to the People’s Palace. She records this visit in her diary:

The only signs of activity we found were in the Reading Room & in the Queen’s Hall where a school & a few people were looking at a puppet show […]. Everything else was shut up, no one about […]. I fear the gigantic scheme is a gigantic failure. Except the Reading Room.

IV
Public Space Geometries

Although ‘the wholesome corporate life’ Besant recommends does not stand out in Black’s account of her work at the People’s Palace Library and the realization of a Palace of Delight ultimately fails, outside its doors in the vicinity were other places where middle-class reformers and working-class residents congregated. While employed at the Octagon, Constance Black lived nearby in College Buildings, Wentworth Street, near Toynbee Hall, the settlement house founded in 1884 in Whitechapel, about midway between the murders and the People’s Palace. According to her grandson’s biography of her, she supplied a description of these red-brick industrial buildings for the second volume of Charles Booth’s Life and Labour of the People in London in a section titled ‘Blocks of Model Dwellings’. Black’s ‘Sketch of Life in Buildings’ signed by ‘A Lady
Resident’ details the physical layout and descriptions of the inhabitants. The anonymous byline here clashes with forthright attribution of her Queen essay, perhaps suggesting a diffidence about the role of social investigator of this ‘Lady Resident’ surrounded by neighbours who are not ladies. The author of this article is keenly attuned to social rank, as she mentions: ‘Life in “Buildings,” we may say, depends more on the class of inhabitants than on structural arrangements.’ The ‘Lady Resident’ then describes the tendency of buildings to form ‘a certain character’ that reinforces segregation:

Racial prejudices keep the Christians apart from the Jews, and a taste for cleanliness or for quietness determines folk who can afford to indulge it to spend more on rent for the sake of mixing with those who are “particular,” and who “keep themselves to themselves.”

Recognizing that residents within building complexes might cling to their immediate neighbourhood, the writer also elaborates on the important effects of common rooms, balconies, and an enclosed court for promoting social interactions. Chief among the advantages she identifies with this urban housing development is communal, including ‘neighbourly intercourse both between children and between the grown-up people, and, perhaps above all, the impossibility of being overlooked altogether’. Even the disadvantages of lack of privacy along with ‘the increased facility for gossip and quarrelling’ also proves to have merit as it brings a ‘constant variety of petting interest and personal feeling into the monotony of daily life’. This benefit of shared public space, of exteriority, of a ‘corporate life’, likewise emerges in the uneven appeal of the reading rooms of the British Museum and the People’s Palace. Whether she lived in Wentworth Street as this ‘Lady Resident’, Black did occupy workers’ housing in Royal Mint Square, also close to the Whitechapel murders. Here she was surrounded by familiar reformers and philanthropists, including her sister Kate and her husband, and Olive Dymond, the sub-librarian at the Octagon, as well as a former student from Newnham, like Black and Levy.

By comparing the networked communities in these two public reading rooms of the British Museum and the People’s Palace, we can appreciate how the Bloomsbury and People’s Palace libraries fostered opportunities for middle-class women, but also how the Octagon accounts suggest stubborn class barriers between the librarians and their young working-class readers. The British Museum signified a space for women intellectuals and activists and writers to congregate in public. If the short-lived library in Mile End Road
provided the same middle-class women new freedoms to move about the city for employment or reform work, the value of a networking ‘corporate life’ in the People’s Palace Library is less evident for poorer classes of people from the immediate neighbourhood. In contrast to the camaraderie through identification among aspiring middle-class women readers at the British Museum seeking meaningful work beyond their homes, Black’s writing on her ‘rough readers’ articulates the challenges of connection between the classes. The failure of Besant’s promise to give East End readers not just a library but a palace of their own possibly stemmed from difficulties of communication and community across class divisions, in addition to the factors Joyce presents. Despite Panizzi’s manifesto of the British Museum library as democracy in practice, discontent abounded over such social mixing, as in a Saturday Review article published only five years after the new round Reading Room opened in Bloomsbury: ‘The library ought to be accessible to all literary workers, while it should be kept free from the common ruck of idlers who habitually infest every public room in the metropolis.’

Levy’s essay counters these attacks by extolling the importance of the British Museum Reading Room as ‘a shelter, — a refuge in more senses than one, for the destitute’, a formulation that resonates with Besant’s Palace of Delight and that mingles with his initial ideas for the People’s Palace as a multipurpose space to serve the recreational and educational interests of its working-class members. As we have seen, however, Black and her co-workers at the Octagon confront as they attempt to bridge the evident social distance from their readers.

Unlike her British Museum friends Constance and Clementina Black, Eleanor Marx, Margaret Harkness, and Beatrice Potter, Levy did not pursue activist work in the East End. In her essay ‘Why Wasn’t Amy Levy More of a Socialist?’, Emma Francis explores a scholarly tendency to convert Levy either into a working-class heroine or into a ‘a socialist, or at least a social liberal who had direct engagement with reformist or radical social movements’. If her close friends including the Black sisters and Marx did live or work in the East End on behalf of working-class labourers there, it remains unclear even from Levy’s 1889 diary if she actually travelled in this area of London. She did creatively visit the same neighbourhood of Whitechapel and Mile End in two poems in her collection A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse (1889). Levy’s East End lyrics provide another genre in which New Women writers imagined this London neighbourhood and the pleasures and perils of circulating through public spaces of the city: this particular area identified with a growing immigrant Jewish population and violent urban crime. Alex
Goody notes that Levy’s writings encompass two late-Victorian figures of otherness — the New Woman and the Jew, both ‘impossible, irreconcilable figures who nonetheless serve to delineate a space of possibility’. Simon Joyce has contended that social unrest through riots and violent outrage may have contributed to the slackening of middle-class support for the People’s Palace. I have argued that the distancing gaze Constance Black and her colleagues turned on their ‘rough readers’ in the Whitechapel library collides against the project of collaborative networking in Besant’s fictional vision and in his journal promotions.

I turn here to Levy’s East End poems to explore how the lyrical form facilitates a creative space for connection through the fluidity of identification in the space of the street rather than the domed sphere of the Octagon, which signified, in Weiner’s apt phrase, ‘a gift of West End culture offered to the East End’. Levy instead opens up imaginative room in her poems of Whitechapel streets for the promise as well as the difficulties of links across gulfs of wealth and poverty, life and death. Ironically, Levy chooses an exterior street — the very one in which stood the People’s Palace — to pose the inwardness of her imaginative travels there in London, in contrast to the actual work Black pursued with her Mile End readers. Levy’s poems evoke the dangers and transgressive desires of the East End publicized in the late 1880s. ‘Ballade of a Special Edition’ poses the violence advertised and sold through the news, like the Whitechapel murders that occurred while her friends were pursuing social reform and living in the vicinity. Rather than advocating increased restrictions on women’s mobility through the city, the poem seems to assail the tendency of the media to circulate sensationalized accounts of crimes to frighten women from moving through the streets. Goody reads the poem as ‘a specific critique of New Journalistic or media constructs of Outcast London in which the East End (and the Mile End Road specifically) function as signifiers of the horrors of urban life and the depths of darkest London’. The other poem, ‘In the Mile End Road’, suggests the clandestine, fraught desires of same-sex love and identifications as unfixed and slippery. Taken together, these poems imagine the East End street as a space of urgent, vital connections, both deadly violent and intensely passionate. In contrast to Black’s rendition of the interior space of the Octagon as one of cross-class active and fraught engagement, Levy’s poems imagine the very street where the People’s Palace stood as one of powerful, yet ultimately only symbolic, proximity.
‘Ballad of a Special Edition’ foregrounds the news vendor as ‘Bird of ill omen, flapping wide | The pinion of a printed sheet.’ He hawks both ‘Shocking Accidents’ and other sensational urban horrors from ‘slaughter, theft, and suicide’ to ‘A double murder in Mile End!’ This last line constitutes the poem’s refrain, repeated three times, and so capitalizes on the profile of violence aligned with this sector of London geography. However, Levy’s poem also protests the cheap thrills of commercializing violence, where the ‘tale of horror incomplete’ are ‘Those sounds which do mine ears offend.’ The poem is less a warning to keep women off the local streets than a condemnation of the exploitative voicing of these reports of violence, the conversion of violence against women in public into a demeaning commodity. ‘In the Mile End Road’ imagines the walker encountering a lover in this ‘crowded street’. Rather than the unexpected destructions broadcast in the ‘Ballad of a Special Edition’, here the East End thoroughfare, where the People’s Palace had just opened its doors, becomes a site for the memory of love. As the speaker sees ‘my only love’ in the street, a different kind of imaginative vision unfolds, one that echoes the entitled event in Levy’s story, ‘The Recent Telepathic Occurrence at the British Museum’, in which an unrequited lover appears by the card catalogue as an apparition after death to a Reading Room habitué. But instead of that heterosexual spiritual chance meeting in the British Museum, the poem’s ambiguously gendered speaker apprehends the appearance of a lover in the Mile End Road.

HOW like her! But ‘tis she herself,
Comes up the crowded street,
How little did I think, the morn,
My only love to meet!

Whose else that motion and that mien?
Whose else that airy tread?
For one strange moment I forgot
My only love was dead.

The poem offers a multiplicity of blurriness: between the present moment in the street and the recent past of ‘the morn’; between bustling ‘motion’ of a walking ‘tread’ and the utter stillness of the final syllable ‘dead’ with the full stop that halts the poem’s metric movement. Yet the most radical facet is the pronoun puzzling that surges toward identification between the speaker’s ‘I’ and the lover’s ‘she herself.’ The ‘dead’ lover also loops back to ‘Ballade of a Special Edition’ with its ‘double murder in Mile End Road’. Only this poem implies a different ‘double’ transgression of the laws of life and
sanctioned sexuality, as unvoiced as the Mile End murders are egregiously broadcast. Both poems do exploit the geographical coding of the East End with violent crime, prostitution, opium den intoxication, and social unrest, traces of which circulate — whether humorously or threateningly — in accounts of public libraries. The speaker of Levy’s ‘In the Mile End Road’ inhabits the very neighbourhood of the People’s Palace and the Whitechapel murders. Yet the poem affiliates this East End geography with love, not violence, with porous borders rather than insuperable chasms.

As Goody reminds us, Levy’s ‘In the Mile End Road’ offers an ‘ambiguous space [...] at once a space of multiculturalism, peripatetic pleasure, democracy and progressivism’, an address which Goody also identifies with the People’s Palace opening. I would also compare Levy’s exterior East End street in these pair of poems with her prose account of the Reading Room of the British Museum as ‘a workshop [...] a lounge [...] a shelter, — a refuge, in more ways than one, for the destitute’. These intertwined versions of the Bloomsbury national library or a Whitechapel road, both spaces of desperate or delightful affiliation, clash with the disciplining engagement of the Octagon librarians with their Mile End readers. Different kinds of exteriorities emerge in analysing these networking emplacements — to use Foucault’s theory of modern space — of reading rooms and streets. East Endness figures into this assessment of late-Victorian exteriority, especially for new ‘public’ women like Levy and Black. I have discovered more resemblance between the British Museum Reading Room and the Mile End Road as heterotopic spaces of uncertain transition and radical possibilities in Levy’s essay and in her poems. The representations of the People’s Palace I have traced, both Besant’s urban romance of his fictional Palace of Delight and his cheery article on the new Mile End Road edifice as a utopian place, spar with the accounts of the Octagon librarians who instead register the divides of social class difference that they would rather efface by assimilating the unruly ‘rough readers’ into middle-class reading tastes. Nevertheless, Constance Black and her colleagues did engage directly with Mile End users of the library. Like periodical accounts of the British Museum Reading Room, Black’s writing about the People’s Palace library suggests an exteriority where middle-class women pursue new careers. If Black and her co-librarians seem to project their aspirations and values onto their local readers, even so they describe ongoing, actual encounters in this heterogeneous exterior space. Levy’s exteriority, rendered through her Mile End poems, is impressionistic with some suggestive implications about fluid identities and
identifications; her treatment of the Reading Room of the British Museum as likewise a variegated space of social, intellectual, and material possibilities. Yet ultimately in practice she remained caught or limited by her own interiority, whereas Constance Black along with her fellow librarians at the People’s Palace participated in a messy exteriority, one that entailed working across social differences.  
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